There are 3 ways you can find a case on AustLII:

1. Use ‘Name Search’ to search for the party names
2. Browse the alphabetical list for the first party name
3. Choose the year the case was decided
Option 1: Use the ‘Name Search’

Enter search query:
Find this document title ▼ police and barber
[Help] [Search operators]

Select the AustLII Database(s) to search:
All AustLII Databases
South Australia: Supreme Court

Tip: Use ‘and’ instead of ‘v’ between the party names

Option 2 and 3: Browse by party name or year

If you use either of these options, you will see a long list of cases
Scroll through this list to find the case you want to read

2010 Supreme Court of South Australia Decisions

January 2010

- PONIATOWSKA v DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS (CTH) [2010] SASC 1 (15 January 2010)
- AUSTRALIAN BIGHT INFRASTRUCTURE PTY LTD v HAAGMANS [2010] SASC 6 (22 January 2010)

February 2010

- OE & DR POPE PTY LTD v HARRIS & ORCHARD (No 3) [2010] SASC 1 (11 February 2010)

Tip: Hold down ‘Ctrl+F’ to quickly locate the case name

Warning: Sometimes, AustLII has slightly different party names than those in your citation. This happens:

- With names like ‘R’ – which could also be ‘Reg’, ‘Regina’, ‘The Queen’, ‘The King’
- Where the case is cited as ‘Re’ or ‘Ex parte’ – these might be left out in AustLII
- Where the State is one of the parties – might be listed as ‘SA’ ‘South Australia’ or ‘State of South Australia

If you can’t find the case using option 1 or 2, try browsing by the year and the judgment number.